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Abstract

The main goal of this study is to evaluate the influence of work-hardening modeling in springback
prediction in the first phase of the Numisheet’05 ‘‘Benchmark 3’’: the U-shape ‘‘Channel Draw’’.
Several work-hardening constitutive models are used in order to allow the different materials’
mechanical behavior to be better described: the Swift law (a power law) or a Voce type saturation
law to describe the classical isotropic work-hardening; a Lemaı̂tre and Chaboche type law to model
the non-linear kinematic hardening, which can be combined with the previous two; and Teodosiu’s
microstructural work-hardening model. This analysis was carried out using two steels currently used
in the automotive industry: mild (DC06) and dual phase (DP600). Haddadi et al. [Haddadi, H., Bou-
vier, S., Banu, M., Maier, C., Teodosiu, C., 2006. Towards an accurate description of the anisotropic
behaviour of sheet metals under large plastic deformations: Modelling, numerical analysis and iden-
tification. Int. J. Plasticity 22 (12), 2226–2271] performed the mechanical characterization of these
steels, as well as the identification of the constitutive parameters of each work-hardening model,
based on an appropriate set of experimental data such as uniaxial tensile tests, monotonic and
Bauschinger simple shear tests and orthogonal strain-path change tests, all at various orientations
with respect to the rolling direction of the sheet. All the simulations were carried out with the in-
house FE code DD3IMP. The selected sheet metal formed component induces high levels of equiv-
alent plastic strain. However, for the several work-hardening models tested, the differences in spring-
back prediction are not significantly higher than those previously reported for components with
lower equivalent plastic strain levels. It is shown that these differences can be related to the predicted
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through-thickness stress gradients. The comparative significance of both equivalent plastic strain lev-
els and strain-path changes in the through-thickness stress gradients is discussed.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Among other relevant specifications of the formed components, their near-net-shape
characteristics are very important since they determine the success of the forming process.
The near-net-shape is strongly compromised by the occurrence of defects such as excessive
thinning, wrinkling, surface deflections and springback. Springback is one of the main
sources of geometrical and dimensional inaccuracy in sheet metal formed components.
A review of the relevant literature shows that researchers have been studying this phenom-
enon for the last four decades. The studies point out that the final shape of the part
depends upon the amount of elastic energy stored in the part during the sheet metal form-
ing process (Narasimhan and Lovell, 1999). Unfortunately, since the amount of elastic
energy stored is a function of many parameters, springback prediction is a complicated
task. The great sensitivity of springback prediction to the numerical parameters of finite
element (FE) simulation also contributes to this complexity. Among other numerical
parameters influencing springback, the authors point out the type, order and integration
scheme of finite elements as well as the shape and size of the finite element mesh (Lee and
Yang, 1998; Li et al., 2002a; Zhao and Lee, 2002; Oliveira et al., 2002), the time integration
formulae (Lee and Yang, 1998; Lee et al., 1999; Narasimhan and Lovell, 1999) and the
unloading strategy (Kawka et al., 1998; Li et al., 2002a). All these numerical parameters
contribute to making the numerical simulation of springback more sensitive to numerical
tolerances than the forming operation (Lee and Yang, 1998).

The springback FE prediction strongly depends on the accurate simulation and realistic
modeling of the forming operation in order to correctly predict the final state variables,
such as stress and strain states. The springback phenomenon is known to be influenced
by tool design and lubrication (Carden et al., 2002; Geng and Wagoner, 2002; Li et al.,
2002b; Yoshida and Uemori, 2003) as well as by material properties. The constitutive
models used in the FEM simulation of industrial applications are usually based on phe-
nomenological laws where material parameters are identified by means of a fit of the mod-
els to mechanical experimental test data.

To obtain accurate numerical solutions, mechanical models implemented in simulation
algorithms should use reliable descriptions of the materials’ elastoplastic behavior, namely
a description of the anisotropy and the work-hardening behaviors. Thus, more sophisti-
cated constitutive models, which take into account non-linear kinematic hardening and
more complex internal state variables, as well as a better description of the yield locus,
are expected to allow an improvement in the accuracy of the sheet metal forming
simulations.

The most widely used constitutive model is the one based on the classical Hill’48 yield
criterion to characterize the anisotropy and a power law to describe the isotropic work-
hardening, with the constitutive parameters being identified from experimental uniaxial
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tensile test results. However, during a stamping operation, neither the stress states nor the
strain-paths correspond to the ones found during uniaxial tensile testing, even in a single
stage process. In fact, FE springback prediction is strongly dependent on how the consti-
tutive model describes the sheet metal’s mechanical behavior under a strain-path change,
such as the stress reversal occurring during the bending to unbending transition on the die
radius or drawbeads (Alves et al., 2005). It should be pointed out that one of the reasons
for the lack of accuracy in springback prediction is that strain-path changes occur during
the forming process. The phenomenon that leads to a difference in the flow stress before
unloading and after reloading in the reverse direction is known as the Bauschinger effect.
However, if the second strain-path is orthogonal to the first an increase in flow stress can
be observed, known as cross-hardening effect. Both Bauschinger and cross-hardening
effects show that describing the evolution of the flow stress during the forming process sim-
ply using isotropic work-hardening modeled by a power law as a function of the equivalent
plastic strain does not provide an accurate simulation of the sheet metal’s mechanical
behavior and thus of the real forming process.

The continuous improvements in polycrystalline metal plasticity based on texture anal-
ysis and texture evolution allow improved prediction of mechanical behavior under com-
plex loading conditions (Peeters et al., 2001a,b,c, 2002; Li et al., 2003). However the use of
micro-mechanical models in FE simulation of the forming process is still impractical due
to the enormous computational cost and the amount of time required (Hiwatashi et al.,
1997). A suitable way seems to be to enhance the phenomenological models in order to
improve the description of yield surface evolution during the forming process. To describe
the Bauschinger and cross-hardening effects, more sophisticated phenomenological models
have been developed, like the one recently proposed by Choi et al. (2006a) or the former
proposed by Teodosiu and Hu (1995). The Choi et al. (2006a) anisotropic hardening con-
stitutive model describes the anisotropy evolution with the rotation of the yield function
along with common isotropic and kinematic hardening. Teodosiu and Hu’s (1995) aniso-
tropic hardening constitutive model is a dislocation based microstructural model that con-
siders the dislocation structure as the dominant cause of anisotropy under strain-path
changes at moderately large strains. The yield surface expands and moves in the stress
space: the isotropic expansion is dictated by the evolution of the intragranular structure;
the displacement, which is associated with the kinematic hardening modeled by a general-
ized back-stress tensor, is physically based on the dislocations pile-ups (Hiwatashi et al.,
1997). This model is able to capture both the Bauschinger and cross-hardening effects
(Hiwatashi et al., 1997, 1998; Haddadi et al., 2006).

In brief, springback is influenced by material properties such as elastic behavior (Mor-
estin and Boivin, 1996; Cleveland and Ghosh, 2002; Yang et al., 2004; Alves et al., 2006),
the initial anisotropy resulting from sheet rolling conditions (Leu, 1997; Geng and Wag-
oner, 2002; Papeleux and Ponthot, 2002; Kyriakides et al., 2004; Alves et al., 2004b),
work-hardening (Wang et al., 1993; Clausen et al., 2001; Papeleux and Ponthot, 2002)
and, particularly, the Bauschinger effect (Gau and Kinzel, 2001; Li et al., 2002a; Geng
et al., 2002; Yoshida and Uemori, 2003; Kyriakides et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2005; Choi
et al., 2006b).

In recent years several advanced constitutive models have been implemented and tested
for their ability to predict springback with several finite element codes. An example of this
is DD3IMP, an in-house finite element research-purpose code that has been continuously
developed and optimized since the end of the 80s to simulate sheet metal forming processes
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(Menezes and Teodosiu, 2000; Oliveira et al., 2003a). With this code the shape of the yield
locus can be described by several anisotropic yield criteria, namely: (i) Hill’48 (Hill, 1948);
(ii) Barlat’91 (Barlat et al., 1991); (iii) Drucker +L (Cazacu and Barlat, 2001); (iv) Kara-
fillis & Boyce’93 (Karafillis and Boyce, 1993) and (v) Cazacu & Barlat’01 (Cazacu and Bar-
lat, 2001). The FE code also allows the use of different work-hardening laws to describe
the evolution of the yield surface with plastic work, including: (i) pure isotropic hardening
models by means of a power law (Swift) or a Voce type saturation law; (ii) the combina-
tion of these two laws with a non-linear kinematic hardening law (Lemaı̂tre and Chab-
oche, 1985) or (iii) the microstructural hardening model proposed by Teodosiu and Hu
(1995).

Several studies have focused on the influence of work-hardening models on springback
prediction. Gau and Kinzel (2001) reported a maximum difference in springback angle pre-
dicted by isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening models of 4�, for a draw-bent test
comprising two tension–compression cycles. Their study highlights the fact that strain-
path changes affect the predicted differences between work-hardening models. This result
was also confirmed by the analysis of the U-draw bending presented at the Numisheet’93
conference. The area that is only subjected to bending presents less variation due to spring-
back than the region where bending and unbending occurs (Papeleux and Ponthot, 2002).
Papeleux and Ponthot (2002) report a maximum difference in the springback angle numer-
ically predicted by an isotropic hardening model and a kinematic hardening model of
about 7�. Lee et al. (2005) confirmed these results for the U-shape rail, showing also an
underestimation of the springback phenomenon associated with the exclusive use of a
kinematic hardening model. However, exclusive use of the isotropic hardening model leads
to an overestimation of the springback phenomenon. Taking into account the Bauschinger
effect, the FE simulation of the draw-bent test leads to a 5–9� reduction in the predicted
springback angle when compared with only isotropic hardening simulation results (Geng
and Wagoner, 2002). Additionally, the work of Geng and Wagoner (2002) demonstrates
that the differences in the predicted springback angle using different work-hardening mod-
els are also dependent on the process conditions, particularly the ones that determine the
in-plane sheet tension. For the same draw-bent test Li et al. (2002a) conclude that the
inclusion of the Bauschinger effect in constitutive modeling reduces the deviation from
the experimental results by about 50%, when compared to the deviation obtained with
only isotropic hardening. Nevertheless, it was also shown that for some particular process
conditions, the differences in springback prediction using several work-hardening models
can be smaller than the values previously mentioned (Yoshida and Uemori, 2003).

Several numerical studies regarding the influence of constitutive modeling on the
numerical simulation of deep-drawing processes and springback prediction have been per-
formed with DD3IMP FE code (Menezes et al., 2002; Chaparro et al., 2004; Bouvier et al.,
2005). The main conclusions of these studies point out that the modeling of kinematic
hardening is important when the blank sheet is submitted to strong strain-path changes,
such as the typical bending/unbending due to die radius. The effects of these strain-path
changes on springback cannot be accurately numerically predicted if only isotropic
work-hardening is considered, even if the level of equivalent plastic strain is low, which
is in agreement with other authors’ conclusions (Geng and Wagoner, 2002; Li et al.,
2002a; Yoshida and Uemori, 2003; Lee et al., 2005; Choi et al., 2006b). The small normal-
ized differences in springback angle reported between Teodosiu’s microstructural model
and the constitutive models that take into account both isotropic and kinematic hardening
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were usually associated with the low levels of equivalent plastic strain (<15%) occurring in
the studied examples, and thus with the related small differences in the predicted through-
thickness stress gradients.

The aim of this study is to investigate the influence of the different constitutive models
on the numerical simulation of a sheet metal formed component submitted to several
bending/unbending strain-path changes, during which a high level of equivalent plastic
strain is attained. Firstly a brief description of the finite element code DD3IMP is pre-
sented. The constitutive models used are summarized and the state update algorithm
briefly reviewed. The first phase of the Numisheet’05 ‘‘Benchmark 3’’, the U-shape ‘‘Chan-
nel Draw’’, is simulated. All simulations were carried out with a fixed set of numerical
parameters in order to numerically evaluate the influence of all the above mentioned con-
stitutive models on springback prediction.

2. DD3IMP – the finite element code

The finite element code DD3IMP (which stands for Deep-Drawing 3D Implicit code)
has been specifically developed to simulate sheet metal forming processes. The evolution
of the deformation process is described by an updated Lagrangian scheme. An explicit
approach is used to calculate an approximate first solution for the nodal displacements,
the stress states and frictional contact forces. A rmin strategy is implemented to impose sev-
eral restrictions on the size of the time increment in order to improve the convergence
(Yamada et al., 1968). The first trial solution is iteratively corrected, using a Newton–
Raphson algorithm, finishing when a satisfactory equilibrium state in the deformable body
is achieved. It is then possible to update the blank sheet configuration, as well as all the
state variables, passing on to the calculation of the next time increment. This is repeated
until the end of the process (Menezes and Teodosiu, 2000).

2.1. Boundary conditions

In sheet metal forming processes the boundary conditions are dictated by the contact
established between the blank sheet and the tools. Such boundary conditions continuously
change during the forming process, increasing the importance of correctly evaluating the
actual contact surface and the kind of contact that is established at each point of the
deformable body. A master–slave algorithm is adopted, with the tools behaving as rigid
bodies. Coulomb’s classical law models the friction contact problem between the tools
and the blank sheet (deformable body). The contact with friction problem is treated by
an augmented Lagrangian approach (Oliveira et al., 2003a). Then the above mentioned
fully implicit Newton–Raphson scheme is used to solve, in a single iterative loop, all the
problem non-linearities associated with either the contact with friction problem or the
elastoplastic behavior of the deformable body.

2.2. Tool modeling and spatial discretization

Forming tools are modeled by Bézier type parametric surfaces. In order to improve both
the numerical behavior of the contact search algorithm and thus the convergence rate of the
implicit scheme, continuity C1, or at least C0, must be guaranteed between the parametric
surfaces (Oliveira et al., 2003a). The blank sheet is discretized with 3D solid finite elements.
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Although penalized in this type of applications by computational cost and effectiveness,
solid elements have many advantages. Among others, they allow the accurate evaluation
of the contact forces through an accurate description of contact evolution and thickness
change; the simultaneous contact on both sides of the sheet is naturally solved without
any particular strategy or tricky algorithms. Also, solid elements are required for accuracy
in FE springback simulation when the ratio between the tool radius and blank thickness is
lower than 5–6 (Li et al., 2002a). These facts have motivated recent studies of the improve-
ment of solid elements for sheet metal forming simulations (Jiao and Li, 2000; Areias et al.,
2003; Wang and Wagoner, 2005; Reese, 2005). In this study a traditional tri-linear eight-
node hexahedral finite element associated with a selective reduced integration scheme
(SRI) is adopted (Hughes, 1980). Although the SRI scheme in torsion-dominant problems
can exhibit spurious zero-energy modes, this kind of finite elements allows efficient compu-
tation of the thickness evolution (Menezes et al., 1991; Alves and Menezes, 2001) as well as
the through-thickness stress gradients (Oliveira et al., 2002), depending on the type of appli-
cations and on the number of elements thought thickness and in sheet plane.

2.3. Springback strategies

With regard to springback simulation, DD3IMP allows the use of three different strat-
egies to simulate the unloading phase. The first one can be understood as a simple contin-
uation of the forming process, as the tools’ motion is reversed and the computation is
carried out until the end of the process (loss of contact between the tools and the formed
part). This unloading strategy is in very close agreement with the physics of the real pro-
cess itself, since it allows the changes in the contact areas between the blank sheet and tools
during the unloading phase to be tracked. However, this procedure leads to a significant
increase in CPU time due to the reversing tools’ displacement and can lead to convergence
problems due to the discrete character of the contact. The second possible strategy consists
of removing the tools, one by one, using only one time increment per tool (punch, die . . .),
forcing the equilibrium at each step by an implicit equilibrium iterative loop. The third
strategy performs springback in only one step, removing all the tools simultaneously
and forcing the blank sheet to attain equilibrium. In this last strategy, named ‘‘One Step
Springback’’, all the constraints imposed by the tools vanish at the beginning of the
unloading phase. There is no need to perform a trial solution since the initial solution
for the implicit scheme corresponds to the configuration at the end of the forming phase.
The ‘‘One Step Springback’’ strategy is implemented in DD3IMP through a module des-
ignated DD3OSS. These strategies were compared for a U-rail and a curved rail, confirm-
ing that for rail type geometries the differences between these strategies seem to be
negligible in terms of the predicted geometries after springback. However, in terms of
CPU time, the ‘‘One Step Springback’’ strategy is clearly the least expensive (Oliveira
et al., 2003b). Li et al. (2002a) also tested different unloading strategies for the draw-bend
test geometry and concluded that the choice of the unloading scheme has little effect on the
result for this type of geometry.

2.4. Equilibrium equation

In the following, tensors are denoted by boldface characters and the superposed dot
denotes the material time derivative. � denotes a tensor product.
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The mechanical model takes into account large elastoplastic strains and rotations and
assumes that the elastic strains are negligibly small with respect to unity. Elastic behav-
ior is assumed to be isotropic. The updated Lagrangian formulation implemented is
based on the principle of virtual velocities proposed by McMeeking and Rice (1975),
and given byZ

X
fð _rJ

ij � 2rikDkjÞdDij þ rjkLikdLijgdX ¼
Z

R

_s�i dvdR: ð1Þ

This equation should be fulfilled for any virtual velocity field dv, at any instant of the
deformation process. X is the domain of the deformable body submitted to external forces,
which has a surface boundary R at instant t. _rJ is the rate of variation according to the
Jaumann derivative of the Cauchy stress tensor r. L is the gradient of the velocity field
and D is the strain rate tensor, which is the symmetric part of L. s* is the prescribed nom-
inal stress vector expressing the external load. The principle of virtual velocities in this
form involves the tensors that occur directly in the formulation of the constitutive models
(Menezes and Teodosiu, 2000).

2.5. Constitutive models

The constitutive equation that models the materials’ mechanical behavior establishes
the relationship between the most relevant state variables characterizing the continuum
medium. The differential form of the constitutive equation is given by

_rJ ¼ Cep : D; ð2Þ
where Cep is a fourth-order tensor that defines the elastoplastic modulus according to the
adopted constitutive model (work-hardening laws and yield criterion), depending on the
algorithm used for the time integration scheme.

In the following it is assumed that constitutive modeling is formulated in the objective
frame, and thus all tensorial quantities are invariant. To model plastic behavior it is nec-
essary to define the flow rule, the yield surface and its evolution. Plasticity is associated,
i.e., the following associated flow rule is adopted:

Dp ¼ _k
oFð�r; Y Þ

or
; ð3Þ

where Dp is the plastic strain rate tensor, Y is the flow stress in simple tension and �r is an
equivalent tensile stress computed from the chosen yield criterion. _k is the plastic multi-
plier that can be demonstrated to be equal to the equivalent plastic strain rate, _�ep.

The equivalent plastic strain, �ep, can be computed from

�ep ¼
Z t

0

_�ep dt ¼
Z t

0

R : Dp

�r
dt; ð4Þ

where R = r 0 � X is the effective deviatoric stress tensor. r 0 is the Cauchy’s deviatoric
stress tensor and X is the back-stress tensor. The evolution law of X depends on the
adopted kinematic hardening law.

The yield condition can be formulated in a generic form as

Fð�r; Y Þ ¼ �r� Y ¼ 0: ð5Þ
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In this study the anisotropic model used to compute the equivalent stress �r is the classical
Hill’48 yield criterion, given by

�r2 ¼ ðr0 � XÞ : M : ðr0 � XÞ; ð6Þ
where M is a fourth-order symmetric tensor, which is function of the anisotropy param-
eters of the Hill’48 yield criterion: F, G, H, L, M and N.

The global and objective frames are related throughout the rotation tensor R, which is
derived from the polar decomposition of the deformation gradient F. The evolution of the
rotation tensor R during the process is governed by the differential equation

_R ¼ ðW�WpÞR �WR; with Rð0Þ ¼ 0; ð7Þ
where W is the total spin tensor, that is the anti-symmetric part of L, and Wp is the plastic
spin tensor assumed to be negligibly small (Teodosiu, 1989).

The isotropic work-hardening law describes the evolution of the flow stress with plastic
work. In a generic form, this law can be formulated as

Y ¼ f ð�epÞ: ð8Þ
The laws most commonly used to describe the isotropic component of the work-hardening
are the Swift law, given by

Y ¼ Cðe0 þ �epÞn; ð9Þ
and, for materials that show some saturation of flow stress, the Voce type equation law,
given by the following equations:

Y ¼ Y 0 þ R; with _R ¼ CRðRsat � RÞ_�ep and Rð0Þ ¼ 0; ð10Þ
C, e0, n, and Y0, Rsat, CR are the material parameters for the Swift and Voce laws,
respectively.

The kinematic part of the work-hardening, i.e. the evolution of the back-stress tensor X,
can be described by a non-linear law with saturation, modeled by the following equation:

_X ¼ CX
X sat

�r
ðr0 � XÞ � X

� �
_�ep; with Xð0Þ ¼ 0; ð11Þ

where CX and Xsat are material parameters (Lemaı̂tre and Chaboche, 1985).
Teodosiu’s work-hardening model is a dislocation based microstructural model that is

able to describe the work-hardening stagnation that occurs after an orthogonal or inverse
strain-path change (Teodosiu and Hu, 1995, 1998). It was developed in the general frame-
work of cold deformation of metals, neglecting any viscous effects on work-hardening.
Recently it was generalized to include rate and thermal effects (Uenishi and Teodosiu,
2004). The new internal state variables introduced by the model to describe the strain-path
dependence of the material behavior are S, P, X and R. The fourth-order tensor S

describes the directional strength of the intragranular dislocation structures, and has
dimensions of stress; P is a dimensionless second-order tensor that is associated with
the polarity of the planar persistent dislocation structures; the second-order tensor X is
a generalized back-stress tensor, intended to describe the rapid changes in the flow stress
following a sharp strain-path change; and R is a scalar that describes the contributions of
the randomly distributed dislocations to the isotropic hardening. The evolution equations
of these four internal state variables bring out an improved modeling of the effects of the
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internal structure of dislocations on the material’s mechanical behavior. Flow stress is
given by

Y ¼ Y 0 þ Rþ f kSk; ð12Þ
where Y0 is the initial yield stress and f is a material parameter describing the material sen-
sitivity to the microstructural evolution. The last term, fiSi, is the contribution of the
strength of the intragranular dislocation structures to the isotropic work-hardening. The
evolution of internal state variables R and X are described by Voce type equations (see
Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively). However, the saturation value Xsat is no longer a con-
stant, but a function of the internal state variable S

X sat ¼ X 0 þ ð1� f Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rkSk2 þ ð1� rÞS2

D

q
; ð13Þ

where r and X0 are material parameters. SD = N:S:N is the strength of the dislocation
structures associated with the currently active slip systems. The tensor N = Dp/iDpi is
the direction of the plastic strain rate tensor, which is also used in the evolution equation
of the internal state variable P

_P ¼ CpðN� PÞ_�ep; ð14Þ
where Cp is a material parameter. The evolution of the internal variable S depends on the
evolution laws of SD, previously defined, and SL, which describes the strength of the latent
part of the persistent dislocation structures, defined as

SL ¼ S� SDN�N: ð15Þ
The evolution laws of SD and SL are given by

_SD ¼ CSD½gðSsat � SDÞ � hSD�_�ep; ð16Þ

_SL ¼ �CSL

kSLk
Ssat

� �nL

SL _�ep; ð17Þ

where CSD and CSL characterize the saturation rate of SD and SL, respectively. nL is a
material parameter, Ssat denotes the saturation value of SD, and g and h are scalar func-
tions defined as

g ¼
1� Cp

CpþCSD

SD

Ssat
� P D

��� ��� if P D P 0;

ð1þ P DÞnp 1� Cp

CpþCSD

SD

Ssat

h i
if P D < 0;

8><
>: ð18Þ

h ¼ 1

2
1� X : N

X satðr0 � XÞ : N
�r

� �
; ð19Þ

where PD = P:N, and np is a material parameter. Teodosiu’s microstructural model has 13
constitutive parameters: Y0, f, CR, Rsat, CX, X0, Cp, CSD, CSL, Ssat, np, r and nL.

Once the constitutive model (work-hardening law and yield criterion) for a FE simula-
tion is defined, it is possible to establish the relationships between the main state variables
characterizing the continuum medium (see Eq. (2)). This involves the determination of the
elastoplastic modulus, Cep, according to the algorithm used for the time integration
scheme. The tangent and consistent elastoplastic moduli are defined as the relationships
between the Cauchy stress rate tensor and the strain rate tensor, in a total or incremental



Table 1
State update algorithm

Initialize the vector of unknowns 1 ¼ ½R;D�ep�
RF = R0 + 2lDe0 and D�ep ¼ 0

REPEAT
Compute _F½j� ¼ _F½R̂½j�, D�ep½j��
Compute o _F½j�=o1½j�

Solve system for the new correction D1[j+1]: D _F½jþ1� ¼ ½o _F½j�=o1½j���1½� _F½j��
Update the vector of unknowns 1[j+1] = 1[j] + D1[j+1]

UNTIL DðD�epÞ½jþ1�
6 Prescribed value
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form, respectively. Their definition is of paramount importance for the state update algo-
rithm. Both moduli can be deduced based on generic expressions of the constitutive model,
the isotropic and/or kinematic work-hardening laws and the yield criterion. The tangent
elastoplastic modulus, defined in the objective frame, is given by

Cep
tan ¼ Ce � af0V� V; ð20Þ

and the consistent elastoplastic modulus by

Cep
con ¼ Ce � 4l2ð1� bÞ V� V

H 0
þ D�epQ

� �
K; ð21Þ

where Ce is the elastic modulus and H 0 ¼ oY =o�ep is the hardening modulus. V and Q are
the first and second derivatives of the equivalent tensile stress in order to the effective devi-
atoric stress state

V ¼ o�r=oR and Q ¼ o2�r=oR2: ð22Þ
l is the shear modulus, and a and b are parameters that quantify the plastic and elastic
part of the total elastoplastic increment, respectively. The scalar f0 and the tensor K are
functions of H 0, V and Q, which assume different expressions according to the constitutive
model chosen to describe the material behavior (Alves et al., 2004a).

The integration of the constitutive equation allows the incremental stress tensor and
thus the final stress state to be determined, as well as the incremental equivalent plastic
strain ðD�epÞ and the updated quantities of the internal variables at a given integration
point. To determine these quantities the consistency condition, _Fð�r; Y Þ ¼ 0, is imposed
on the configuration at the end of the time increment. Since the problem is strongly
non-linear, a Newton–Raphson algorithm is used. A brief description of the state update
algorithm is presented in Table 1 (Alves et al., 2004a; Bouvier et al., 2005).

Mixing the above mentioned different strategies with the in-code implemented constitu-
tive models, makes the 18-years-old DD3IMP FE code a unique freeware open-source lab-
code, with proven reliability in the testing of new solutions in the field of computational
mechanics applied to sheet metal forming.

3. Application

3.1. FE simulations of the U-shape ‘‘Channel Draw’’

The first phase of ‘‘Benchmark 3’’ of the Numisheet’05 conference was selected to eval-
uate the influence of work-hardening modeling on the numerical prediction of springback.
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A scheme of the stamping tool geometry is presented in Fig. 1, as well as a detail of the
drawbead geometry (Stoughton et al., 2005). The tool consists of a blank holder, a die
and a punch. The kiss blocks shown in the figure are used to guarantee a fixed clearance
between the die and the blank holder throughout the forming process. The drawbead con-
trols the blank sheet inflow. The material which passes through the drawbead is included
in the vertical wall of the final formed part. This example was selected because of the high
levels of equivalent plastic strain attained in the final formed part, as a result of the mate-
rial’s flowing history along the drawbead and die radius (Alves et al., 2005). The different
materials proposed in the frame of the Numisheet’05 ‘‘Benchmark 3’’ were experimentally
characterized using only the uniaxial tensile test (Shi and Huang, 2005), which allows no
more than the characterization of the isotropic work-hardening laws. The numerical
results obtained with DD3IMP, for all the proposed materials, show a strong correlation
with the published experimental results (Buranathiti and Cao, 2005; Oliveira et al., 2006).
Despite the simplicity of the constitutive modeling used in the simulations, the comparison
between experimental and numerical results seems to validate quite well the numerical
model developed to simulate the proposed benchmark. However, bearing in mind that
the aim of this study is to evaluate the influence of work-hardening modeling on spring-
back prediction of the first phase of the Numisheet’05 ‘‘Benchmark 3’’, and the limitations
of the lack of experimental results on the experimental characterization of the proposed
materials, two other very well characterized steels were selected. These two steels, a mild
(DC06) and a dual phase (DP600) steels, are briefly described in the next section.

The blank sheet is rectangular in shape, measuring 254.0 mm in the Oy direction by
1066.8 mm in the Ox direction and thickness of 1.0 mm. The rolling direction corresponds
to the Oy direction represented in Fig. 1. Due to geometrical and material symmetries only
one quarter of the global structure was simulated. The numerical model takes into account
the physical drawbead as represented in Fig. 1, in order to accurately reproduce its effect
on the stamping process (Alves et al., 2005). The drawbead imposes on the blank sheet,
which moves through, a series of restraining and bending forces associated with a sequence
of bending, unbending and reverse bending. This cyclic bending introduces strains and
stresses, plasticity and a thickness change (Nine, 1978; Meinders et al., 1998; Samuel,
2002; Courvoisier et al., 2003). The modeling of real drawbead geometry requires a refined
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the stamping tool used for the first phase of the Numisheet’05 ‘‘Benchmark
3’’: the U-shape ‘‘Channel Draw’’. Detail of the drawbead geometry, drawbead channel and kiss blocks (units in
mm) (Stoughton et al., 2005).
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mesh due to its small radius (in this case 4.0 mm). As the main goal of this study is to eval-
uate springback, three layers of 8-node solid elements were used through thickness. A reg-
ular mesh in the Oxz plane with a finite element ratio of 1.0 was used, which corresponds
to a turning angle per element in contact with the tools of 4.8� allowing an accurate pre-
diction of springback (Li et al., 2002a; Oliveira et al., 2002). The numerical model for the
U-shape channel consists of 25 Bézier parametric surfaces describing the tool geometry
and 4800 3-D solid finite elements discretizing the blank sheet. A selective reduced integra-
tion technique is used to integrate the solid tri-linear finite elements in order to avoid lock-
ing effects (Menezes and Teodosiu, 2000; Alves and Menezes, 2001). Since no comparison
with experimental results will be carried out, a constant Coulomb’s friction coefficient of
0.1 was selected. The effect of friction on springback occurs mainly by increasing the sheet
tension (Li et al., 2002a). Seeing that the restraining force is, in this study, basically dom-
inated by the drawbead, the friction coefficient presents no effect on the comparative study
of the different work-hardening laws. The unloading phase of the forming process is sim-
ulated with the aforementioned ‘‘One Step Springback’’ strategy.

3.2. Materials

This study looked at two well-characterized and commonly used steels in the automo-
tive industry: mild (DC06) and dual phase (DP600) steels. The mechanical characteriza-
tion and the constitutive parameters identification for each work-hardening model were
performed by Bouvier et al. (2001). It is worth noting that, except for Teodosiu’s micro-
structural model, the material parameters used in the actual simulations have been iden-
tified by the best fit to the experimental values, with all mechanical tests weighted
equally. In case of Teodosiu’s model, since some of its parameters describe specific parts
of the stress–strain curves, the weights given to such parts were in general different (Hadd-
adi et al., 2006). The identification of the constitutive parameters involved: (i) uniaxial ten-
sile tests at various orientations with respect to the rolling direction up to localized
necking, (ii) monotonic simple shear tests at various orientations with respect to the rolling
direction up to 50% amount of shear, (iii) Bauschinger simple shear tests at various orien-
tations with respect to the rolling direction, after 10%, 20% and 30% amount of monotonic
shear, and (iv) orthogonal strain-path change tests, accomplished by first imposing a true
tensile strain of 10% and 20% in the rolling direction, and then simple shear in the same
direction (Bouvier et al., 2001).

The mechanical behavior of both steels is assumed to be elastoplastic. The elastic
behavior is isotropic and constant, with E = 210 GPa and m = 0.30; the anisotropic behav-
ior is described by the Hill’48 yield criterion, with the anisotropy parameters also identified
by Bouvier et al. (2001). Although other yield criteria are presently implemented and avail-
able in the DD3IMP FE code, the Hill’48 yield criterion was selected due to the range of
experimental results available. In sheet metal forming, due to the complexity of the newly
used materials, constitutive models based on non-quadratic yield criteria and/or more
sophisticated yield functions are more accurate than the classical quadratic yield functions
(Hiwatashi et al., 1998; Alves et al., 2004b; Stoughton and Yoon, 2006). This was not
taken into account given that only the influence of work-hardening modeling was being
investigated. Tables 2 and 3 show the complete set of constitutive parameters used in
the numerical simulations, for both DC06 steel and DP600 steel, respectively. The label



Table 2
Constitutive parameters of DC06 steel (Bouvier et al., 2001)

Swift law Swift law + KH Voce law Voce law + KH Teodosiu law

Y0 = 123.6 MPa Y0 = 122.2 MPa Y0 = 123.6 MPa Y0 = 122.24 MPa Y0 = 122.2 MPa
C = 529.5 MPa C = 435.0 MPa CR = 10.8 CR = 7.8 CR = 27.3
n = 0.2680 n = 0.2190 Rsat = 247.3 MPa Rsat = 213.6 MPa Rsat = 80.0 MPa

CX = 1.45 CX = 153.4 CX = 614.6
Xsat = 116.7 MPa Xsat = 45.1 MPa X0 = 6.9 MPa

CSD = 3.9
CSL = 1.1

Hill’48 parameters Ssat = 246.7
F = 0.26350 nL = 0.0
G = 0.28329 np = 27.7
H = 0.71671 Elastic properties r = 1.9
L = M = 1.50 E = 210 GPa f = 0.415
N = 1.2947 t = 0.30 Cp = 2.2

Table 3
Constitutive parameters of DP600 steel (Bouvier et al., 2001)

Swift law Swift law + KH Voce law Voce law + KH Teodosiu law

Y0 = 330.3 MPa Y0 = 308.3 MPa Y0 = 330.3 MPa Y0 = 308.3 MPa Y0 = 308.3 MPa
C = 1093.0 MPa C = 790.2 MPa CR = 16.3 CR = 6.75 CR = 49.7
n = 0.1870 n = 0.1320 Rsat = 516.4 MPa Rsat = 365.6 MPa Rsat = 125.2 MPa

CX = 15.8 CX = 73.7 CX = 53.5
Xsat = 169.2 MPa Xsat = 225.3 MPa X0 = 153.0 MPa

CSD = 4.0
CSL = 0.0

Hill’48 parameters Ssat = 387.2
F = 0.51274 nL = 0.0
G = 0.49751 np = 649.0
H = 0.50249 Elastic properties r = 0.0
L = M = 1.50 E = 210 GPa f = 0.862
N = 1.27292 t = 0.30 Cp = 0.13
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‘‘+KH’’ is added if the kinematic hardening is also taken into account in the constitutive
modeling, in addition to the isotropic work-hardening (Swift or Voce labels).

The experimental results of the uniaxial tensile test, monotonic simple shear test,
Bauschinger and orthogonal strain-path change tests are compared with analogous
numerical results obtained with DD3IMP, in order to emphasize the differences between
the constitutive models under study. Fig. 2 presents the results for DC06 steel obtained
with isotropic work-hardening (Swift and Voce) combined with kinematic hardening
(‘‘+KH’’) and Teodosiu’s model. Similar results are shown in Fig. 3, but for the DP600
steel.

Both steels exhibit work-hardening stagnation followed by resumption after a reversed
strain-path change in Bauschinger tests. For DC06 steel a cross-hardening effect can also
be seen after an orthogonal strain-path change, consisting of a rapid increase in the flow
stress followed by softening. The DP600 steel presents no cross-hardening effect, which
justifies the zero value of parameter CSL that characterizes the saturation rate of SL (the
strength of the latent part of the persistent dislocation structures). For DP600 steel the
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Fig. 2. Comparison between experimental (Haddadi et al., 2006) and numerical results for a uniaxial tensile test,
monotonic and Bauschinger simple shear tests and an orthogonal strain-path change test for the DC06 steel with:
(a) Swift law combined with kinematic hardening; (b) Voce law combined with kinematic hardening and
(c) Teodosiu’s model.
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material parameter r is also zero, which indicates that the source of back-stress is the cur-
rently active structure of dislocations described by SD. Both materials reveal a strong
Bauschinger effect. The DC06 steel, during monotonic loading, exhibits a weak planar
anisotropy of the flow stress. The DP600 is nearly isotropic regarding the flow stress.

Since none material displays saturation of the flow stress, their behaviors can be satis-
factorily described by the Swift law combined with kinematic hardening, as can be con-
firmed from Fig. 2 for DC06 steel and Fig. 3 for the DP600 steel. However, only
Teodosiu’s model is able to accurately describe both work-hardening stagnation and the
cross-hardening effect, as highlighted in Figs. 2 and 3 for the DC06 and DP600 steels,
respectively (Haddadi et al., 2006). With regard to the Bauschinger effect, the analysis
of these two figures allows the general increase in differences between experimental and
numerical results as the prestrain level increases to be confirmed. Besides, although for
low values of prestrain both the Swift law combined with kinematic hardening and Teod-
osiu’s model seem to similarly describe the flow stress after a reversed load, for larger val-
ues of prestrain only Teodosiu’s model seems to be able to accurately describe the flow
stress after a Bauschinger test. Such behavior can justify the small differences in spring-
back prediction reported in previous studies, for which the final levels of equivalent plastic
strain were small (Chaparro et al., 2004; Bouvier et al., 2005).

3.3. Results and discussion

3.3.1. Springback analysis

The final part geometries obtained for each work-hardening model were evaluated
using the ‘‘NXT Post Processor II’’1 software package. Fig. 4 shows the middle symmetry
section obtained for both materials and all constitutive models, after springback. Globally,
it can be seen that after springback the geometries of all the sections are very close in the
vicinity of the punch top, punch radius and at the top of the vertical wall. Fig. 5 presents
the evolution of the turning angle throughout the above mentioned symmetry section. The
turning angle can be defined as the local rotation of the blank sheet, i.e., this angle is
1 M&M Research, Inc. http://www.m-research.co.jp.

http://www.m-research.co.jp
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calculated by measuring the angle between two consecutive nodes of the symmetry section
and its horizontal alignment (Kase et al., 1999). The evolution of the turning angle at the
end of the forming phase (before springback) is presented as reference. This reference is
used to determine the evolution of the springback angle along the symmetry section, as
presented in Fig. 6. The springback angle is defined as the difference between the turning
angles before and after unloading. At the top of the punch the springback angle is close to
zero. Then it slightly increases along the punch radius. Notice that the turning angle never
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reaches the value of 90� due to the large gap between the punch and the die (see Fig. 1). On
the vertical wall the springback angle is constant between a section length of approxi-
mately 120 mm and 200 mm. After this, the springback angle starts to increase and the dif-
ferences due to the constitutive modeling become observable. Between section lengths of
about 350–400 mm the evolution of either the turning angle or the springback angle
change dramatically due to the geometrical variations imposed by the drawbead. Finally,
the springback angle remains almost constant in the undeformed flange. Fig. 6 also shows
that the flange springback angle is strongly associated with the springback angle of the ver-
tical wall. The flange springback angle can be understood as the integration of the incre-
mental springback angles along the aforesaid section.

In order to compare the predicted springback, three geometrical parameters were
selected: the channel sidewall angle and radius, as defined in Fig. 4, and the flange spring-
back angle, evaluated according to Fig. 6. The sidewall curl radius is difficult to evaluate
due to its variation along the sidewall. Therefore, one point of the sidewall was selected in
order to determine its curl radius: its position is highlighted in Fig. 6. The sidewall angle
changes due to springback. However, only the material in contact with the punch radius,
which was submitted only to bending, contributes to this evolution. On the other hand, the
sidewall curl radius is measured in a region of the blank sheet that has been drawn over the
drawbead and die radii and which has undergone several cycles of bending/unbending and
stretching. The three geometrical parameters are summarized in Table 4 for both materials
and all constitutive models. The differences in the sidewall angle are small, for both steels.
Taking as reference the result attained using the Swift law, the difference in the sidewall
angle predicted by the various work-hardening models is less than 1% and 1.5% for the
DC06 and the DP600 steels, respectively. For both steels the higher springback angle is
predicted by the Swift law. Such a result can be associated with the Bauschinger effect,
which reduces the flow stress after a strain-path reversal. If the kinematic hardening,
and thus the Bauschinger effect, is not taken into account, the springback angles are typ-
ically over-predicted (Li et al., 2002a). With reference to the springback angle, the numer-
ical result scattering for all constitutive models is smaller than 10% and 25%, in cases of
DP600 and DC06 steels, respectively. However, if the Voce result is eliminated in case
of DC06 steel, the numerical result scattering is only about 8%. It is possible to link the
variations between the sidewall curl radius and the springback angle: a lower flange spring-
back angle corresponds to a higher sidewall curl radius. As for the draw-bend test
Table 4
Springback angle and sidewall geometrical parameters predicted with each constitutive model for both DC06 and
DP600 steels

Constitutive model DC06 DP600

Flange Sidewall Flange Sidewall

Springback angle Angle Curl radius
(mm)

Springback angle Angle Curl radius
(mm)

Swift law 54.2� 74.5� 114.1 78.5� 69.3� 76.7
Voce law 41.7� 74.7� 175.5 73.3� 70.3� 83.1
Swift law + KH 50.2� 74.1� 135.6 71.6� 68.6� 96.6
Voce law + KH 49.8� 74.2� 135.3 74.3� 69.5� 83.9
Teodosiu 52.7� 74.2� 122.5 71.4� 69.1� 94.2
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geometry (Papeleux and Ponthot, 2002; Li et al., 2002a), the springback angle of the flange
is mainly a function of the component angle corresponding to the sidewall curl.

Despite the fact that for both steels higher springback angles are attained with the Swift
law, there is no other common behavior in the comparison of the results obtained from the
several work-hardening models. Although the Voce law clearly gives a different result in
case of the DC06 steel, the same is not true in case of DP600 steel. For this latter steel,
the springback angle predicted by the Voce law with kinematic hardening is very close
to the ones obtained with the pure isotropic work-hardening models, namely the Swift
and Voce laws. It is also interesting to note the difference between the results obtained with
the Voce law with kinematic hardening and Teodosiu’s, bearing in mind the similarities in
the formulation of these two constitutive models. Finally, for the DC06 steel, all simula-
tions carried out with kinematic hardening show very similar results with regard to spring-
back prediction.

3.3.2. Strain-path change analysis

During the forming process the blank sheet flows through the drawbead and die
radius, and is submitted to several tension–compression cycles. In order to evaluate these
cycles two material points were selected in the middle symmetry section, one in the
upper surface (z = 1) and other in the lower surface (z = 0) of the blank sheet. These
points were selected so that, during the forming process, the cross-section between them
flows through the drawbead and die radius. At the end of the forming process the stud-
ied points are positioned on the vertical sidewall. For each time increment the amount
N:Nref is calculated. N is an objective second-order tensor defining the normal to the
yield surface. It evolves during the forming process since N is computed from the incre-
mental plastic strain tensor, which for a given material point evolves continuously as a
function of the strain-path. Nref is a reference direction of the plastic strain rate tensor,
theoretically associated with plane strain tension along transverse direction. Nref does
not change during the deformation process since it is defined in the objective frame.
Therefore, the amount N:Nref can be used to evaluate the strain-path changes during
the forming process, as well as to find out the current strain-path: N:Nref becomes close
to 1 in plane strain tension and �1 in plane strain compression. Since N is only defined
if the increment is elastoplastic, N:Nref is only computed if the increment of equivalent
plastic strain is different from zero.

Fig. 7 presents the history of the amount N:Nref with reference to punch displacement,
for the selected material points. In order to simplify the analysis, Fig. 7 includes several
pictures labeled from (a) to (k). These pictures show several instantaneous positions of
the studied points during the forming process. For a punch displacement of approximately
78 mm these points begin to present some plasticity due to the bending imposed by the
drawbead (Fig. 7(a)). Fig. 7 highlights four strain-path changes for the material points
moving along the drawbead and the die radius. The strain-path changes occur at punch
displacements of approximately 92, 104, 114 and 141 mm, corresponding to the super-
posed pictures (c), (e), (g) and (k). The other superposed pictures show positions for which
the cross-section enters an elastic domain due to: (i) the gap between the drawbead radius
and the drawbead channel length (see (b) and (f)); (ii) the drawbead’s nose (see (d)); (iii)
the plane surface between the drawbead and the die radius (see (h)); (iv) the die radius
(see (j)). The analysis of Fig. 7 also confirms that these tension–compression cycles are
inverted for points located in the upper and lower surfaces of the blank sheet.
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3.3.3. Internal state variables analysis

The material points located in the upper and lower surface of the blank attain similar
values of equivalent plastic strain at the end of the forming process. Fig. 8 shows the dis-
tribution of equivalent plastic strain along the lower surface of the symmetry section, for
both materials. As expected, no material points close to the top of the punch exhibit any
plastic strain. The punch radius induces some plasticity but then there is again some mate-
rial without any plastic strain. This material was initially located in the gap between the
punch and the die, which explains the zero value of equivalent plastic strain (see
Fig. 1). After a section length of about 170 mm the equivalent plastic strain increases rap-
idly. This rapid increase occurs up to a section length of about 200 mm and is associated
with the material that flowed only through the die radius. Such material corresponds to the
section length for which the change of springback angle on the vertical sidewall starts to
occur. Then, the equivalent plastic strain attains a constant maximum value, correspond-
ing to the material that was submitted to cyclic bending in the drawbead and the die
radius. The different work-hardening models give approximately the same equivalent plas-
tic strain evolution. However, the maximum equivalent plastic strain attained is higher for
the DC06 steel than for the DP600 steel, being 66% and 54%, respectively (see Fig. 8).

A similar analysis was carried out concerning the equivalent tensile stress �r. In spite of
its similarity to the overall behavior of the equivalent plastic strain (similar values of
equivalent plastic stress are attained in material points located on the upper and lower sur-
faces of the blank sheet), its magnitude is particularly dependent on the work-hardening
model. For both steels, the constitutive model that attains the highest equivalent tensile
stress in the vertical sidewall is the Swift Law, which seems to confirm its over-prediction
of springback. However, for the other work-hardening models no correlation can be found
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between the final equivalent tensile stress distribution and the predicted springback of the
flange.

The springback phenomenon seems to depend basically on the through-thickness stress
gradients. To highlight this dependency the through-thickness distribution of the most rel-
evant component of the stress tensor is presented in Figs. 9 and 10 for the DC06 and
DP600 steels, respectively, just before unloading. In the proposed numerical example
the main strain-path is along the Ox direction, corresponding to the transverse direction
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in the original material’s frame. Hence, from the point of view of springback, the main
component of the stress tensor defined in the objective frame is the normal stress along
the transverse direction. The studied section corresponds to the cross-section between
the aforementioned material points defined at z = 0 and z = 1; its final position in the final
formed part is the point defined to evaluate the sidewall curl radius. The same stress gra-
dient occurs in the vertical sidewall, not only for the studied cross-section but for all mate-
rial points that flowed through the drawbead and the die radius. By analyzing the stress
distributions along the sheet thickness, at the selected section, it is possible to correlate
the simulated flange springback angle with the stress gradient’s through-thickness just
before unloading. For the DC06 steel the Swift law clearly leads to the highest gradient
followed by Teodosiu, Swift and Voce combined with kinematic hardening and, finally,
the Voce law with the lowest gradient. For the DP600 steel, once again, the maximum gra-
dient is attained with the Swift law, followed by Voce law combined with kinematic hard-
ening and Voce law. Teodosiu’s model and Swift combined with kinematic hardening
present the lowest gradients through thickness for the DP600 steel. To summarize, smaller
through-thickness stress gradients are usually associated with smaller springback effects.

As shown, the springback angle of the flange is mainly dictated by the through-thick-
ness stress gradients of the material submitted to successive tension–compression cycles.
The differences in the through-thickness stress gradients obtained with the different
work-hardening models cannot be accurately predicted without taking into account the
tension–compression cycles. These differences result from the strain induced in each of
the tension–compression cycles. Different prestrain levels in each cycle can lead to a differ-
ent trend in the comparison of work-hardening models. To highlight this conclusion, a
three-point bending test was simulated with DD3IMP code for all work-hardening mod-
els, for both materials. This test was performed up to a maximum level of equivalent
plastic strain similar to the one attained by the material located in the vertical wall of
the U-shape channel. The three-point bending test was used to impose bending/unbending
trajectories similar to the ones identified in the U-shape channel. Figs. 11 and 12 present
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the normal stress evolution in the prestrain direction obtained with the different work-
hardening models for the bending/unbending trajectories for both DC06 and DP600
steels, respectively. This test represents the same type of strain-path changes identified
in the U-shape channel. However, in this case the strain-path change occurs to a fixed
equivalent plastic strain value for all work-hardening laws. In the U-shape channel there
are slight differences in the equivalent plastic strain obtained for each work-hardening
model (see Fig. 8). Nevertheless, for the levels of equivalent plastic strain attained at
the end of the forming process it is possible to check that a correlation exists between
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the stress gradients predicted and those that result in the springback angles shown in Table
4. For the DC06 steel the highest stress gradient is clearly obtained with the Swift law fol-
lowed by Swift combined with kinematic hardening, Teodosiu, Voce combined with kine-
matic and, finally, Voce law. For the DP600 steel, once more, the highest stress gradient is
attained by the Swift law, followed by Voce combined with kinematic hardening, Voce,
Teodosiu and Swift combined with kinematic hardening. There are some slight differences
in the stress gradients predicted by the three-point bending test and by the U-shape chan-
nel forming test. However, it is important to notice that the bending/unbending test
imposes a through-thickness stress gradient symmetrical to the middle thickness line, since
the stretching effect is not being considered. In the U-shape channel the tension–compres-
sion cycles result from the bending and unbending along the drawbead and die radii com-
bined with tensile forces that result from the restraining imposed by the drawbead and
punch displacement. This leads to a neutral line position below the middle thickness line
as shown in Fig. 9 for the DC06 and in Fig. 10 for the DP600, resulting in a non-symmet-
rical stress gradient.

Globally, the tensile stresses predicted in the bending/unbending test are very similar
for both the Swift combined with kinematic hardening and the Teodosiu model, confirm-
ing that for both steels the Bauschinger effect is similarly described by both models. How-
ever, Teodosiu’s microstructural model describes the work-hardening stagnation followed
by resumption after a reversed strain-path change more accurately, in particular for the
DC06 steel. This may justify the 5% difference in springback angle of the flange of the
U-shape rail for DC06 steel, obtained when comparing Swift law combined with kinematic
hardening and Teodosiu’s model (Table 4). In case of DP600 steel this difference is of
0.3%. The results for the three-point bending test confirm the importance not only of
the strain-path but also of the strain attained at each strain-path change. In fact, even
for these two work-hardening models the differences in stress gradient can be higher if
other levels of equivalent plastic prestrain are considered. The results of the bending/
unbending curves also allow confirmation that the differences between the work-hardening
models are more important in processes that involve abrupt strain-path changes, as
already stated by Li et al. (2003). Moreover, it gives some insight into the reason why a
global trend does not exist for work-hardening models: one model can predict larger
springback angles for some materials and smaller for other materials as reported here
and also by Haddag et al. (2005). This fact results from the through-thickness stress gra-
dient that is induced by the strain level attained in each strain-path that is differently pre-
dicted by the various work-hardening models.

4. Conclusions

In this study several work-hardening models were evaluated in order to determine their
influence on the numerical prediction of the springback phenomenon. Constitutive param-
eters identification was performed based on an appropriate set of experimental data
(Haddadi et al., 2006). In general, the springback results show some sensitivity to the
work-hardening modeling. However, despite the high levels of equivalent plastic strain
attained in the formed U-shape channel, this study shows that even in this case the differ-
ences in springback prediction are not significantly higher than those reported in previous
studies, for which the equivalent plastic strain levels were clearly lower than in the present
case (Chaparro et al., 2004; Bouvier et al., 2005). Nevertheless, the differences between the
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results obtained with the studied work-hardening models exist and they can, without any
doubt, be associated with the predicted through-thickness stress gradients.

The strain-path changes identified in the U-shape channel allow the springback ten-
dency to be predicted by a bending/unbending test. These simple test results confirm that
not only are strain-path changes themselves important but also the strain attained by each
strain-path, explaining why there is no global trend for the work-hardening models under
study. One model can predict larger springback angles for some materials and smaller for
other ones according to the predominant strain-paths and strain-path changes. Also, by
comparing the influence of the work-hardening models on springback, different trends
can be expected depending on the selected sheet metal formed part as well as the process
conditions.
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